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Abstract The effect of strain rate, temperature and rhenium content on
the compressive strength and deformation mechanisms of molybdenum-
rhenium alloys have been determined. Dynamic and static compression
tests were performed on alloys of composition Mo-41Re, Mo-44.5Re and
Mo-47.5Re at temperatures of 77K, 298K and 1273K. (All compositions
given in wt% unless otherwise noted.) Alloy strength showed only a minor
dependence on rhenium content, while showing a strong dependence on
both temperature and strain rate. The transition from dislocation cross-slip
to twinning as the major deformation mechanism was found to occur at
approximately 1000 MPa for quasi-static test and at a slightly lower stress
for dynamic tests. Precipitation of sigma phase particles was observed for
Mo47.5Re and Mo44.5Re samples deformed at 2000 s-' and room
temperature and above. Modeling of the plastic behavior of the material
was accomplished using the Mechanical Threshold Stress model. Alloys of
composition Mo44.5Re were modeled directly. It was shown that this
model serves to predict the response of alloys within the composition range
studied.
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L Introduction
LI History and applications
Discovered in 1925 by the team of Walter Noddack and Ida Tacke, rhenium
displays properties unique among the refractory metals. Unlike the other refractory
metals, which have body-centered cubic structures, rhenium has a hexagonal close-
packed structure. The lack of a ductile-to-brittle transition temperature allows rhenium to
retain its ductility over a wide temperature range (Metals Handbook, 1985). The high
cost and scarcity of rhenium, however, prevented extensive study of this metal for three
decades after its discovery.
From 1965 through 1985, little use was found for these alloys, with the primary
use of rhenium being an addition to platinum as a catalyst in oil refining (Bryskin,
1992). Recently, however, the ability to process rhenium metal via powder metallurgy
(P/M) techniques as well as the demand by the aerospace industry for materials with
good high temperature performance has led to a resurgence of interest in rhenium and
rhenium containing alloys for applications such as rocket nozzle components, in which
high-temperature creep resistance is a necessity. Other potential applications for this
alloy include use as a target in nuclear reactor applications due to the fact that
molybdenum is one of the few metals which does not absorb tritium (Langley, 1995).
LII Ductilization of molybdenum by rhenium
As shown in Figure 1, rhenium displays a high solubility in molybdenum, forming
a binary alloy up to compositions of almost 50wt%Re. This high solubility has been
explained by the similar atomic sizes of molybdenum (2.725A) and rhenium (2.740A)
(Dickinson and Richardson 1959). The findings of Geach and Hughes in 1955 that
additions of 30-35 at% rhenium increased the ductility of both molybdenum-rhenium and
tungsten-rhenium alloys initiated a number of studies on the properties of these alloys
(Maykuth et al. 1962). Following these findings, Maykuth et al. completed an extensive
study of arc-cast Mo-Re alloys in which they proposed that the addition of rhenium to
molybdenum increases the ductility and high temperature strength while lowering the
ductile to brittle transition temperature of the alloy relative to pure molybdenum. They
further proposed that these properties improved with increasing rhenium content, limited
only by precipitation of a brittle, high rhenium content sigma phase (Maykuth et al.
1962).
Lm Twinning in molybdenum-rhenium alloys
The propensity of Mo-Re alloys to deform by means of twinning at room
temperatures and quasi-static strain rates has been well documented (Jaffe et al. 1959,
Dickenson and Richardson 1959, Lawley and Madden 1962, Votava 1962, Schadler and
Lawley 1961). Due to this fact, this alloy has been extensively used to study the
nucleation and growth of twins in the BCC system. Sleeswyk applied the model
proposed by Hirsch et al. for twinning in B.C.C. systems to show that twin nucleation in
Mo-Re alloys may be caused by the dissociation of a 1/2<111> screw dislocation on the
{ 1121 plane into three 1/6<111> partials on adjacent { 1121 planes. These partials may
move under conditions of shear, creating a 3-layer twin (Sleeswyk 1963). Sleeswyk
then proposes that these 3-layer twins may wrap around another 1/2<111> screw
dislocation via a pole mechanism in order to produce a macroscopic twin (Sleeswyk
1963). These findings were supported by Ogawa and Maddin (Ogawa and Maddin 1964)
while Mahajan proposed that twin growth occurred via coalescence of separate 3-layer
twins rather than the pole mechanism (Mahajan, 1975).
The bulk of research on these alloys has investigated their tensile strength and
workability in the quasi-static regime, with the notable exception of recent studies of
shock loaded Mo-33at%Re (-47.5wt%Re) alloys by Wright and Mikkola. This study
shows an increase in both hardness and dislocation density with increasing pulse duration
up to 0.1-0.2 gsec at constant pulse amplitudes of 20 GPa. The dislocation densities
reported by this study increase from 2x1012 in the annealed samples to 1.6x1014 and
3.1x1014 in samples shock loaded with pulse duration of 0.031 and 0.19 RLsec
respectively. This study also reveals the presence of numerous dislocation loops in all of
the shock loaded samples, although the ratio of loop dislocation density to dislocation
density remains constant with increasing pulse duration. They concluded, that the
formation of loops occurs through a dislocation mechanism, rather than by agglomeration
of excess shock-induced point defects (Wright and Mikkola, 1985).
LIV Sigma phase in molybdenum-rhenium alloys
Of great interest in the current research is the characterization of the second phase
which appears in alloys of compositions greater than -Mo45-50Re. As shown in Figure
1 this phase does not exist at equilibrium below 1152"C. Cooling times for most
commercial production processes of these alloys, however, is rapid enough to prevent
diffusion of this phase back into the solid solution (Bryskin, private communication).
Maykuth et al. suggest that this sigma phase is responsible for the high temperature
strength of Mo-35 at% Re alloys as compared to alloys of lower rhenium content, but
that long-term exposure to temperatures above 1000'C could cause precipitation of
excess sigma phase, lowering their room temperature ductility (Maykuth et al., 1962).
Sims and Jaffee have observed an inflection of the plot of ultimate tensile strength versus
test temperature occurring at 1073K. They propose that this inflection represents
temperature/strain induced sigma phase precipitation (Sims and Jaffee, 1960).
Witcomb et al. observed that samples deformed in tension to 16% strain required
annealing at 12000 C before sigma precipitation would occur (Witcomb et. al, 1968).
Bryskin and Carlen have completed an extensive study on the formation and morphology
of the sigma phase in which they conclude that sigma phase may precipitate in Mo47.5Re
alloys under high temperature/strain conditions, primarily via pipe diffusion along
deformation structures such as dislocations or twins (Bryskin et. al., 1993). Ogawa and
Maddin claim that sigma particles precipitate as rectangular platelets having a matrix
habit plane of { 110), or with the <001> axis of the precipitate aligned with the <001>
axis of the matrix (Ogawa and Maddin 1964). Bryskin and Carlen, however, report the
sigma precipitates to form well rounded particles (Bryskin et. al 1993).
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Figure 1: Molybdenum-Rhenium Phase Diagram
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The objective of this research is to study the effect of both strain rate and
temperature on the strength and work hardening rate of Mo-Re alloys of composition
Mo-41Re, Mo-44.5Re and Mo-47.5Re in the dynamic and quasi-static regimes as well as
characterization of the different modes of deformation observed in these alloys. The
Mechanical Threshold Stress model will be used to describe the response of these alloys
as a function of strain rate and temperature.
IL Materials Examined
ILI Processing
Samples of composition Mo-41Re, Mo-44.5Re and Mo-47.5Re were supplied by
Sandvik Rhenium Alloys Inc. All samples were prepared using powder metallurgy
techniques. The powder was sintered at 2200"C into ingots 91% dense of cross section
11.68 mm x 13.08 mm. These ingots were then swaged at 1200"C into rods of diameter
5.08 mm, and subsequently sectioned into plugs of length 5.08 mm, in which form they
were tested.
IIII Characterization of as received material
Optical microscopy determined that the Mo-41Re alloy had not been fully
recrystallized, while the Mo-44.5Re and Mo-47.5Re alloys displayed complete
recrystallization. This is illustrated in Figure 2. Sigma phase precipitates were also
observed in the Mo47.5Re alloy aligned with the swaging direction and preferentially
precipitated on the grain boundaries.
Figure 2: As received condition of the three alloys: Mo41Re (a), Mo44.5Re (b) and
Mo47.5Re (c). Note the not fully recrystallized condition of the Mo41 alloy and the
sigma phase particles in the Mo47.5Re alloy
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Some sigma precipitation was observed within the grains for the 47.5 rhenium
alloy, as shown in Figure 3. In these cases, the particles displayed complete coherency
with the matrix, with no obvious misfit dislocations occurring in the vicinity of the
precipitates. This agrees with the findings of Ogawa and Maddin, in which they
conclude that the <100> direction of the precipitate is parallel to the <100> of the matrix,
and that, due to the relative lattice constants (9.54 A for the precipitate and 3.125 A for
the matrix, i.e. about 3:1) they display almost complete coherency. Morphology of the
sigma phase appears as the elongated octahedron shown in Figure 3. This agrees with
the morphology reported by Ogawa et al. However, these results disagree with Bryskin
et. al who observed regular spherical sigma precipitates. It should be noted, however,
that Bryskin's study did not include TEM observation, and therefore, the exact shape of
the precipitates would be difficult to determine due to their small size.
Figure 3: Intragranular Sigma Phase Precipitates in Mo47.5Re alloy
ILIII Grain size determination
Grain size was determined for these alloys by a line intercept method in which 20
randomly oriented lines of 5 cm length were superimposed on micrographs of the three
alloys and the number of grain boundary intersections with each line was recorded.
Average grain size per line was then determined by multiplying the number of
intersections by (line length)/(true photo magnification). These grain sizes were then
averaged to give the average grain size for the alloy. Table 1 shows the data for the three
alloys.
Table 1: Average Grain Size Determination
Mo47.5Re Mo44.5Re Mo4 Re
Line Intersections Ave. Grain Intersections Ave. Grain Intersections Ave. Grain
Size (jlm) Size (gtm) Size (gm)
1 11 22.45 13 18.99 27 9.145
2 16 15.43 13 18.99 27 9.145
3 13 18.99 13 18.99 24 10.29
4 18 13.72 16 15.43 22 11.22
5 15 16.46 12 20.58 27 9.145
6 14 17.64 16 15.43 22 11.22
7 15 16.46 15 16.46 26 9.497
8 15 16.46 15 16.46 27 9.145
9 14 17.64 13 18.99 25 9.877
10 17 14.52 10 24.69 25 9.877
11 14 17.64 12 20.58 35 7.055
12 13 18.99 11 22.45 21 11.76
13 13 18.99 11 22.45 30 8.23
Table 1 shows that the Mo41 Re alloy has a much smaller grain size than the
other two alloys. This is attributed to the not fully recrystallized condition of the alloy.
Examination of Figure 2 a shows that the grains in the Mo41Re alloy are elongated, with
poorly defined grain boundaries. Due to etching difficulties with this composition, exact
grain boundary location was difficult to determine. This causes some doubt as to the
grain size determined by this method for this particular alloy.
14 15 16.46 12 20.58 25 9.877
15 15 16.46 12 20.58 16 18.99
16 13 18.99 8 30.86 29 8.514
17 16 15.43 12 20.58 34 7.262
18 10 24.69 13 18.99 29 8.514
19 13 18.99 11 22.45 26 9.497
20 17 14.52 15 16.46 26 9.497
Ave. Grain Size (gm) 16.66 20.05 9.888
IIL Experimental Procedure
II1I Mechanical Testing
Stress-strain data for strain rates of .001 s- 1 and .1 s- 1 were obtained using an
Instron test frame. Stress-strain data for strain rates on the order of 2000-4000 s- 1
required the use of a Hopkinson split pressure bar.
The theoretical basis of the split Hopkinson pressure bar is that a sample is
deformed if in contact with a bar deforming elastically under a compressive wave. In
this case the stresses felt by the sample are related to the displacements in the bar, while
the length of the compressive wave is related to the time interval of the impact via the
sound velocity in the bar (Follansbee, 1985).
Striker Bar
I I
St
HP Computer
Figure 4: Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar
The configuration of the split Hopkinson pressure bar is shown in Figure 4. A
striker bar, fired from a gas gun, impacts the incident bar creating a compressive wave
which travels towards the sample. As the wave passes strain gage A, the time-dependent
strain (EI(t)) in the bar is measured. When the wave reaches the incident bar-sample
interface, a portion of the wave is transmitted into the sample, a portion is transmitted
through the sample into the output bar, and the remainder is reflected into the incident
bar as a tensile wave. The strain due to the reflected wave ( r(t)) is also measured as the
wave passes strain gage A. The placement of the strain gage at the midpoint of the
incident bar is important to prevent the trailing edge of the incident wave from interfering
with the measurement of the leading edge of the reflected wave. The portion of the wave
which is transmitted through the sample and into the output bar (et(t)) is measured by
strain gage B (Follansbee, 1985).
The strain gage data is recorded on two Techtronix digital oscilloscopes and then
converted to a computer data file for calculation of the stress-strain behavior.
Assuming that the sample is deforming uniformly, the strain rate at which this
deformation takes place is related to the amplitude of the reflected wave by Equation 1,
where Co is the longitudinal sound velocity in the incident/output bars and L is the length
of the sample.
dE(t) -2Co
dt L Er (t)
Equation 1
The stress felt by the sample can likewise be related to the amplitude of the
transmitted wave by Equation 2, where Ao is the cross-sectional area of the
incident/output bars, A is the instantaneous cross-sectional area of the sample and E is
Young's modulus for the pressure bars.
Ao
a(t) = E (t) EqA t(t)uation 2
Equation 2
By integrating Equation 1 over the time interval of the incident wave, a strain
measurement can be generated and a stress-strain curve plotted for the sample
(Follansbee, 1985).
Unlike stress-strain curves for quasi-static testing, stress-strain curves obtained
using the Hopkinson bar are not smooth, but contain small oscillations. These
oscillations are due to wave dispersion along the pressure bars. When the striker bar
impacts the incident bar, the wave generated propagates as if in an infinite cylindrical
solid. If X is the wavelength of the waves generated, and R is the radius of the bar, waves
with the ratio R/X << 1 propagate with the longitudinal sound velocity Co. For those
waves in which X approaches R, the velocity drops to 0.576 Co. Thus these short
wavelength portions cause dispersion of the initial wave and create Pochhammer-Chree
oscillations which appear on the resulting stress-strain curves (Follansbee, 1985). In
order to smooth these curves, a Fourier analysis is performed. The results of this
analysis are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Graphs showing typical stress-strain results from a Hopkinson bar
experiment a) before smoothing and b) after smoothing
To avoid frictional constraints between the bars and the sample, the sample must
be properly lubricated. For tests at room temperature, both ends of the sample are given
a thin coating of Liquid-Moly® grease. This coating serves both to hold the sample
between the bars prior to the test and to reduce friction at the sample/bar interface to
prevent barreling of the sample. If insufficient grease is used, the ends of the sample will
be restricted and the sample will deform non-uniformly, rendering Equation 1 and
Equation 2 inaccurate. If excessive grease is used, it will affect the behavior of the
compressive wave at the bar/sample interface, giving faulty results (Wright, private
communication).
In order to obtain low temperature data, the sample is immersed in a bath
of liquid nitrogen. As the sound speed of a material changes depending on temperature,
the incident and output bars must be kept out of the liquid nitrogen bath as much as
possible. Figure 6 shows a schematic of the liquid nitrogen bath. Due to the construction
of the liquid nitrogen container, it is not possible to keep the bars completely out of the
liquid as they form the outer seal of the container. In order to minimize the cooling
effect on the bars as well as to prevent heat flow through the bars into the sample, the
bars are kept barely inside the container until the liquid boil off rate has reached a
minimum, at which point it is assumed that equilibrium temperature has been reached.
At this time, the bars are brought into contact with the sample and the shot is fired.
Sample Holder
Figure 6: Liquid Nitrogen Bath Setup
A vacuum furnace setup is used to obtain high temperature data on the
Hopkinson bar. The samples is mounted within a chamber heated resistively by
molybdenum coils. The chamber is closed on both ends by mylar heat shields in order to
prevent radiation of heat into the surrounding vacuum chamber and, more specifically,
into the bars themselves. The chamber is pumped successively by a rough mechanical
and an oil diffusion pump to a pressure of approximately 10-5 atm. The furnace is then
brought to temperature and the sample held at temperature for ten minutes to ensure
uniform heating. For the temperature used in this study (1273K), the furnace required 10
minutes to ramp up to temperature. When a shot is fired, screw driven arms move the
bars through the mylar shields and into contact with the sample. This prevents excessive
heating of the bars during furnace warm up as well as positioning the bar accurately for
the shot.
IIL.H Microscopy
Optical and SEM samples were sectioned and hot mounted in a conductive phenolic
resin in both the transverse and longitudinal directions. Polishing of these alloys proved
difficult due to a tendency to smear, leaving the "comet tails" shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7: "Shockwaves" in Mo47.5Re alloy due to smearing during polishing
It was initially thought that these tails represented smearing of the major phase
around harder sigma phase particles but, as this smearing was observed in alloys of all
compositions, this is not the case. In order to avoid this effect, samples required
polishing with diamond paste, rather than alumina powder. Samples were rough ground
with 400, 600 and 600 soft grit sandpaper, and subsequently polished using 9 gim, 6 gim
and 1 gm diamond paste. A final polish was given using a MgO slurry in distilled water.
Care was required in this final step as too long polishing times would lead to etching of
the sample by the slurry. As very light pressures were required to prevent smearing,
polish times were on the order of 30 minutes for each of the polishing steps.
Etching of the samples prior to all optical and scanning electron microscopy was
achieved either by use of modified Murakami's etchant (3.75g K3Fe(CN)6 + .5g NaOH
in 25 ml H20) or by an etchant consisting of 2.5 ml HF, 7 ml HNO 3, and 12 ml lactic
acid. Etching times varied from 10-20 seconds depending on the rhenium content of the
alloy and amount of mechanical deformation, with the lower rhenium content or more
highly deformed alloys receiving the shorter etch times. Optical microscopy was
performed on a Zeiss Axiophot metallurgical scope, while SEM work was performed on
a Camscan system.
TEM samples were sectioned from the bulk material by use of a low speed
diamond saw. Samples were sectioned to 250 gjm thick and subsequently mechanically
thinned to 50 gim. Final samples were prepared by ion milling on a Gatan duo-mill.
Milling time was -36 hours at 5 volts and 1 gA. Unfortunately, ion milling of these
alloys resulted in the creation of an artificial structure, resembling a high density of
dislocations, subsequently observed in all alloys. This structure is shown in Figure 8.
Attempted burgers vector analysis of these artifacts as well as their presence in the as-
received material show them to be a result of the ion milling process, rather than a result
of deformation. Electropolishing of TEM foils was attempted, but due to problems with
the equipment, a suitable polishing voltage could not be found. TEM photos were
obtained from a Phillips CM30 operating at 300kV.
rŽ00 nm
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Figure 8: Artifacts in Mo47.5Re due to ion milling damage
IV. Results and Discussion
IV.I Composition effects on strength and work hardening
Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the stress-strain response as a function of
alloys composition at liquid nitrogen temperature, room temperature and high
temperature, respectively. Although these Figures show strains of only up to 20%, one
should note that none of the materials have reached their saturation stress. Comparison
of Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11 with the results of Sims and Jaffee show the data
from this study to be fairly consistent with their work. Direct comparison of the data is
hindered by the fact that Sims and Jaffe report only the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of
their materials. Some comparisons, however, can be made. Their value of -900 MPa as
the UTS of a sample deformed to 11% elongation is lower than the value determined in
this study (-1050 MPa). This is to be expected as Sims and Jaffee's work represent
tensile strengths, which are necessarily lower due to the ability of the material to deform
via necking.
Sims and Jaffee have suggested that higher rhenium content contributes to solution
strengthening of the alloys and therefore, one should observe a marked difference in the
materials strength with increasing rhenium content (Sims and Jaffee, 1960). It is
interesting to note, however, that the Mo-47.5Re alloy does not show a significantly
higher strength at a given strain when compared to the other alloys (Figure 9, Figure 10
and Figure 11).
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Figure 9: Stress-strain response as a function of composition at 76K and strain rate
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TEM analysis of samples of all three alloy compositions following high rate
deformation shows dislocations pinned on a second phase particles. This is illustrated in
Figure 12. Due to the small size of these precipitates, it was impossible to obtain
confirmation of their composition via diffraction analysis. The absence of these particles
in the as received Mo41 and Mo44.5 samples, but their presence in the deformed samples
implies that they have been precipitated during deformation. This dislocation pinning
seems to agree with the results of Sims and Jaffe, regarding the role of sigma phase
precipitates in solution strengthening of Mo-Re alloys. It should be noted, however, that
their work compared alloys of much more widely varying compositions, and thus the
effects of alloy composition were much more pronounced than in this study (Sims and
Jaffe, 1960).
.5gm
Figure 12: Mo47.5Re alloy following deformation at high strain rate. Arrows note
dislocation pinning on sigma phase precipitates
The results of this study indicate that, although there may be some contribution to
the difference in alloy strength due to solution strengthening, the initial condition of the
alloys plays a more important role. As was shown in Figure 2a, the Mo-41Re alloy was
received in a not fully recrystallized condition. TEM micrographs of dislocation
networks associated with incomplete recrystallization in the Mo41Re alloy are shown in
Figure 13. Similar networks have been reported by Votava in partially annealed samples
of Mo50Re (Votave, 1962). These networks will require a larger initial stress to
promote movement of the associated dislocations as well as providing a barrier for other
dislocations to cross-slip (Hertzberg 1976). Once enough energy is available to promote
motion of these dislocations, however, the number of mobile dislocations suddenly
becomes higher than necessary to support the imposed strain. At this point, the stress
required to impose further strain decreases until the imposed strain increases to the point
at which an increase in dislocation density is required. This explains the initial yield
drop seen only in the Mo-41Re alloy.
Figure 13: Dislocation networks in Mo41Re alloy indicating incomplete
recrystallization
The presence of larger (-2.5 jm) precipitates of sigma phase are responsible for the
slightly higher strength of the Mo47.5 Alloy. The sigma phase precipitates can be clearly
seen in Figure 2c, forming bands running parallel to the swaging direction. TEM
analysis of the as received material shows this phase to precipitate preferentially on grain
boundaries, with a further preference to precipitate on boundaries of three or more grains
(Figure 14). As can be seen in Figure 15, stress concentrations arise at the tips of these
precipitates, shown by the higher concentrations of dislocations in this region. Moving
dislocations encountering these stress fields will be slowed or captured consequently
increasing the strength of the Mo47.5Re alloy. Dislocations captured by the stress fields
will add to them, allowing them to interfere with more dislocations, adding further to the
observed strength of the Mo47.5 alloy.
Figure 14: Sigma phase precipitated on a triple boundary in Mo47.5Re. Note the
slip traces within the particle
Figure 15: Sigma phase particle in Mo47.5Re showing stress concentrations at the
particle tip following deformation
Work hardening rate shows a slight dependence on alloy composition, with the
higher rhenium content alloys showing a slightly higher work hardening rate. Numerous
dislocation loops have been observed in all samples following deformation at both high
and low rate. This is shown in Figure 16. These loops form both around the small
precipitates previously mentioned as well as a result of cross slip during dislocation
motion.
Figure 16: Dislocation loops in Mo44.5Re alloy following deformation at 298K and
a strain rate of .001 s'
As these small precipitates are observed most frequently in the Mo47.5Re alloys,
the precipitate-dislocation interaction explains the slightly higher work hardening rate of
the Mo47.5Re alloy as compared to the other two alloys. The rhenium content of the
alloy is found to have a less significant effect on the strength and work hardening rate of
the material at high temperatures. This can be best seen in Figure 11. This is due to the
higher thermal energy available for the dislocations to overcome barriers to their motion,
such as the small precipitates previously mentioned or evolving dislocation density.
As the work hardening rate is largest when the material has a low initial dislocation
density such as in the annealed or recrystallized condition, this explains the lower work
hardening rate of the Mo-41 Re alloy, due to its not fully recrystallized initial condition.
IV.H Strain rate effects on strength and work hardening
The stress-strain response of the three alloys as a function of strain rate at varying
temperature is shown in Figure 17, Figure 18 and Figure 19. The yield stress and work
hardening rate of all three alloys increases with increasing strain rate. This observation is
consistent with the behavior of the BCC metals and alloys. The studies of the
dislocations in BCC metals have shown that the Peierls stress of the screw dislocations is
very high and requires thermal activation to overcome the obstacles (Vitek, 1985).
Therefore, with increasing the strain rate or decreasing the test temperature one observes
an increase in the yield stress.
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Figure 17: Stress-strain response as a function of strain rate at 76K and
compositions of Mo41Re (a), Mo44.5Re (b) and Mo47.5Re (c)
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Figure 18: Stress-strain response as a function of strain rate at 298K and
compositions of Mo41Re (a), Mo44.5Re (b) and Mo47.5Re (c)
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Figure 19: Stress-strain response as a function of strain rate at 1273K and
compositions of Mo41Re (a), Mo44.5Re (b) and Mo47.5Re (c)
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Work hardening results from an increasing dislocation density with strain at a given
strain rate. The increase in work hardening rate with increasing strain rate in not
surprising then, as at the higher strain rates, dislocations have less time to cross slip past
one another, resulting in more dislocation tangles and an increased dislocation density.
Figure 20 shows TEM micrographs of dislocations in samples deformed to equivalent
strains (-20%) at strain rates of 0.001 s-' and 2000 s-'. The dislocation density, as well as
the amount of dislocation entanglement, is much higher in the sample deformed at high
strain rate. As precipitation of the small second phase particles is observed only in the
samples deformed at high rate, these particles also contribute to the higher work
hardening rate observed at the high strain rates.
Figure 20: TEM micrograph of Mo47.5Re alloy after deformation to strain of
-20% at 298K and strain rates of .001 s-" (a) and 2000 s-' (b)
Strain induced precipitation has been reported by both Sims and Jaffee and Bryskin
and Carlen (Sims and Jaffee 1960, Bryskin and Carlen 1993). Both of these studies,
however, indicate a combination of both strain and temperature as necessary for sigma
precipitation. Due to the relatively low strains (- 15%) achieved by high rate deformation
in this study, thermodynamic heating effects during testing are unlikely to have raised the
sample temperature to the levels reported by these studies as necessary to achieve
precipitation. From this I must conclude that high strains and high strain rates are
Ow.*
6·tC 1:-i
sufficient factors for sigma phase precipitation in this alloy. No sigma phase
precipitation was reported in the shock loading experiments of Wright and Mikkola, but
it should be noted that the samples in their study achieved strains of only 8% (Wright
and Mikkola 1985).
IV.lI Temperature effects on strength and work hardening
The temperature response of the three alloys is shown in Figure 21, Figure 22 and
Figure 23. It should be noted that all alloys remained in the ductile regime at liquid
nitrogen temperatures. These figures show a strong temperature dependence for both
strength and work hardening rate. The dependence of yield stress on temperature has
been previously discussed in terms of the thermal activation energy required to overcome
the Peierls stress (Vitek, 1985). This agrees with the observed increase in yield stress
with decreasing temperature.
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Figure 21: Stress-strain response of Mo41Re alloy as a function of temperature at
strain rates of .001 s"' (a) and 2000 s-' (b)
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Figure 22: Stress-strain response of Mo44.5Re alloy as a function of temperature at
strain rates of .001 s'1 (a) and 2000 s"' (b)
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Examination of Figure 21, Figure 22 and Figure 23, as well as Figure 1 lb, shows a
large yield drop observed in all alloys under high temperature, high strain rate conditions.
This implies that dislocations are becoming pinned on obstacles either during the initial
heating or during the elastic loading portion of the test. As can be seen from Figure 1 ib,
this yield drop is a function of alloy composition, with the higher rhenium content alloy
showing the larger yield drop. This leads us to conclude that sigma phase precipitation
accounts in some way for the yield drop observed under these conditions. In order to
determine if dislocation pinning is occurring during the initial heating cycle, samples of
Mo44.5Re were heat treated under vacuum to temperatures of 1273K. Ramp time for
this heat treatment was 18 minutes, and the samples were subsequently held for 10
minutes in order to duplicate the heating cycle of the Hopkinson bar furnace. These
samples were then subsequently tested at room temperature and a rate of 2000 s-'.
Results of this test as compared with the test performed at high rate and high temperature
are shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Mo44.5Re alloy tested at 2000 s-' and 298K following heat treatment at
1273K for 10 minutes. Note the absence of the yield drop observed in the sample
tested at 2000 s-' and 1273K
If dislocation pinning were occurring during the initial heating cycle, this test
should show the same yield drop as seen in the high temperature tests. Examination of
Figure 24, however, shows only a small yield drop which has been attributed to
insufficient recrystallization in this batch of Mo44.5Re. This conclusion is supported by
low strain rate tests performed on this batch of alloy which show a similar yield drop.
From these results, I conclude that sigma precipitation and subsequent dislocation
pinning occurs during the elastic portion of the deformation, leading to the observed
yield drop. This finding concurs with those of both Sims and Jaffe and Bryskin and
Carlen (Sims and Jaffe 1962 and Bryskin and Carlen 1993). A TEM micrograph of a
Mo44.5Re alloy deformed under high rate, high temperature conditions is shown in
Figure 25. This Figure shows a large (500 nm) sigma phase precipitate, which support
these conclusions.
250 nm
Figure 25: Sigma phase precipitation in Mo44.5Re alloy following compressive
testing at 1273K and a strain rate of 2500 s-'
The work hardening rate is also seen to decrease strongly with increasing
temperature for all three alloys, but it is still substantial. At high temperature (1273K) I
observe low strain hardening rates in all alloys indicative of dynamic recovery. Dynamic
recovery is due to the rearrangement of the previously stored dislocations and twins
under the action of temperature, stress, and strain rate (Gray, 1991). At room temperature
and below, however, the difficulty of dislocation cross slip leads to suppression of
dynamic recovery and results in the observed higher strain hardening rates. TEM
analysis of samples deformed at high temperatures show dislocation cells indicative of
dynamic recovery ( Figure 26). This recovery process will result in the lower work
hardening rates observed in the high temperature tests by localizing the existing
dislocations in the cell walls, leaving the interior of the cell free for further dislocation
motion (Huang and Gray 1988).
Figure 26: Dislocation cells in Mo47.5Re alloy following deformation at 1273K at a
strain rate of 2000 s-
IV.IV Critical stress for twinning
While dislocation slip is the preferred mode of deformation in the BCC metal and
alloys at most temperatures, at very low temperatures or at high strain rates the stress
required for twining becomes less than that for slip (Gray, 1991). In Figure 27 it is
shown that few deformation twins are formed during quasi-static deformation at room
temperature or dynamic deformation at high temperature while numerous twins are
present in most grains following high-rate deformation at room temperature or low rate
deformation at liquid nitrogen temperature. TEM analysis of observed twins show that
they are of the type (112) [111] ( Figure 28). This agrees with the observation of a
number of researchers (Lawley et. al. 1962, Votava and Sleeswyk 1962, Sleeswyk 1963,
Ogawa and Madden 1964, and Mahajan 1974).
a) 298K, .001 s
c) 76K, .001 s -1
b) 298K, 2000 s -1
d) 1273K, 2000 s -1
Figure 27: Optical micrographs of Mo44.5Re samples after compressive testing to
-20% strain
e Um
Figure 28: TEM micrograph of twin in Mo47.5Re showing [111] twinning direction
and (112) twinning plane
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Figure 29 shows optical micrographs of Mo44.5Re samples tested at low rate to
strains of 4%, 6% and 10%. From this figure it can be seen that the major mode of
deformation changes from slip to twinning as the amount of deformation and stress are
increased. A scanning electron micrograph of wavy slip in the samples deformed to 6%
strain at low rate is shown in Figure 30.
Figure 29: Mo44.5Re samples deformed at a strain rate of 103 s-' to strains of -4%
(a), 6% (b) and 10% (C)
Figure 30: Wavy slip traces in Mo44.5Re alloy following deformation to 6% strain
at room temperature and a strain rate of .001 s-1
A sample tested at high rate to a strain of 5% is shown in Figure 31. As can be seen from
this figure, only twins are observed. The transition from slip to twinning is therefore not
a function of strain otherwise this figure would show the combination of slip and
twinning observed in the low rate sample tested to similar strain.
Figure 31: Mo44.5Re alloy tested to 5% strain at a strain rate of 2000 s-'. Note that
only twins are observed
Samples tested at high rate and high temperature show a combination of both slip
traces and twins similar to the sample tested to 6% at low rate (Figure 32). Comparison
of stress-strain curves for the alloys tested at low rate and room temperature with those
tested at high rate and high temperature show that the stress level reached at 20% strain
for the high temperature sample is approximately the same as that reached at 6% strain
for the samples tested at low rate. This comparison is illustrated in Figure 33. As both of
these samples show a combination of slip and twinning effects, the critical stress for
twinning must be a function only of stress.
Figure 32: Optical micrographs of Mo44.5Re alloy tested at high rate to 20% strain
at 1273K (a) and low rate to 5% strain at 298K (b). Note the combination of slip
traces and twins evident in each
Examination of Figure 33 shows that samples tested to 6% strain at low rate experience a
stress level of about 1000 MPa. This corroborates the findings of Lawley and Madden
that single crystals of Mo55Re display a distinct critical resolved shear stress,
accompanied by a load drop in the stress-strain curve. The value given by Lawley and
Madden for the CRSS, 140 MPa, is difficult to relate to my value as the previous tests
were performed on single crystals in tension, while I performed tests on polycrystals in
compression (Lawley et. al., 1962).
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Figure 33: Stress-strain response of Mo44.5Re alloy tested under various conditions
In order to further test the conclusion that a critical stress for twinning exists, a
"jump test" was performed in which the stress imposed on the sample was increased
above the presumed critical stress level without inducing large amounts of further strain.
In order to accomplish this, samples were tested at rates of 0.001 s -' at room temperature
to strains of -3%. This would impose a stress level of 850 MPa, 150 MPa below
presumed twinning stress. Half of these samples were subsequently deformed at rates of
0.001 s- at liquid nitrogen temperature to small strains (- 1%). The results of this "jump
test" are shown in Figure 34.
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Figure 34: Jump test to determine CRSS for twinning. Points labeled A and B
indicate load drops caused by twinning bursts in the sample
Figure 34 shows that the deformation at 76K imposes a stress level of -1500
MPa, while giving a total sample strain of around 5%. Lawley and Madden have
concluded that the CRSS for twinning is not a function of temperature in these alloys. It
is thus possible to compare data at the two temperatures (Lawley and Madden, 1962).
Examination of the points labeled a and b in Figure 34 show inflections in the stress-
strain response at 76K at stresses of 1270 and 1380 MPa, respectively. These inflections
corresponded with audible pings from the sample during testing due to large numbers of
twins being formed. These "twinning bursts" and the accompanying load drop were also
observed by Lawley and Madden on their work with Mo-Re single crystals (Lawley and
Madden, 1962).
Optical micrographs of samples following deformation to 3% and deformation
after the complete "jump test" are shown in Figure 35 a and b, respectively. Figure 35
shows the beginnings of small twins in the sample deformed to 3%, but numerous twins
in the sample following the full jump test. These results indicate that the CRSS for
twinning is between 800 and 1000 MPa, due to differing grain orientations in the
polycrystal. Large scale twinning, however, does not occur until higher stress levels of
- 1270 MPa.
Figure 35: Mo44.5Re alloy following deformation to 3% at 298K and strain rate of
.001 s"' (a) and following subsequent deformation a further -1% at 76K (b)
TEM of the samples deformed to 3% are shown in Figure 36 a and b. Figure 36a
shows a slip trace traveling from the interior of a grain and intersecting a grain boundary
at a. Figure 36 b shows a continuation of this slip trace traveling along the grain
boundary. Although slip traces were not evidenced in Figure 35a, this is due to the fact
that slip traces are often annihilated during polishing (Hirsch, Howie, Nicholson, Pashley
and Whelan, 1965). The slip traces in Figure 29 are visible because the samples were
sectioned and polished prior to deformation.
S Slip Traces
Figure 36: TEM micrograph of slip traces in Mo44.5Re alloy tested to a strain of
3% at a strain rate of .001 s-' and 298K
V. Materials Modeling
V.I Description of the Model
Reliable modeling of material response represents a powerful tool, as it allows
investigation of material response under conditions which would be difficult or
impossible to obtain experimentally. It has been shown that although modeling of
material properties based on detailed atomic level interactions would be a difficult, if not
impossible task, modeling of certain macroscopic properties often serve to adequately
describe material properties (Lowe, Rollett and Follansbee, 1991). The Mechanical
Threshold Stress (MTS) model describes material behavior as a function of a state
variable, the mechanical threshold stress, which represents the theoretical flow stress of
the material at OK (Kocks et al, 1975; Kocks, 1976; Mecking and Kocks, 1981;
Follansbee and Kocks, 1988). The MTS model has been used to successfully describe
the behavior of a number of materials including alpha uranium (Armstrong, Follansbee
and Zocco, 1989), U-0.75wt%Ti and W-Ni-Fe (Zurek and Follansbee, 1994) and Ti-6A1-
4V (Follansbee and Gray, 1989).
The model assumes that the instantaneous yield stress can be modeled as a
function of temperature (T), strain rate ( ) and the mechanical threshold stress according
to Equation 3.
G Ga n
- = -- + i(, T)
9t g.o gLo
Equation 3
In this equation, a represents the instantaneous yield stress, g. is the temperature
dependent shear modulus, and . o the shear modulus at a reference temperature (usually
298K). The mechanical threshold stresses are defined by ca, the athermal stress
associated with long range interactions such as grain boundaries, and a summation of
thermally sensitive terms, &i. It is important to note that Equation 3 assumes that the
different threshold stresses add linearly. Due to this assumption, one can express
Equation 3 as a summation of only three terms:
A A
G Ga Gi GE
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Equation 4
In Equation 4, aa remains the athermal stress, and is considered to define the slope
of the elastic region of the stress strain curve. The interaction of dislocations with
intrinsic barriers (such as the Peierls barrier, or solute or interstitial atoms) has been
termed Gi and serves to describe the temperature and strain rate sensitivity of the
material yield point. &e describes the evolution of dislocation density and, therefore, the
strain rate and temperature effect on the materials work hardening rate. The physical
relevance of these variables is illustrated in Figure 37.
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Figure 37: Hypothetical stress-strain curve showing the significance of the three
sigma values
The terms Gi and d( 3e/E) are considered a theoretical maximum yield point and
work hardening rate at OK, respectively. Thus the maximum yield stress will be given by
Gyield = Ga + (i. The strain rate and temperature sensitivity are incorporated into the
s function, with si and se taking the forms:
si(e, T)= - - oi /qi 1/ p i
Equation 5
} /peSe(4, T) = 3goe
L 03 goe
Equation 6
In Equation 5 and Equation 6 , k is Boltzman's constant, ýi is the temperature
dependent shear modulus, and b the Burgers vector. g o represents the normalized
activation energy required to move a dislocation past a particular obstacle. The terms
Eo, q and p are constants, with to considered to represent the theoretical strain rate at
zero Kelvin (Lowe, Rollett and Follansbee, 1991). to typically falls within the range 10'
s-1 < to < 101' s -, and can be adjusted to improve the fit of the model to experimental
data. It has been shown by Kocks et. al. that p and q fall within a range O<p<1 and
1<q<2 (Kocks, Argon and Ashby, 1975). Although it is not apparent from inspection,
the s function is always less than one. This incorporates the fact that increased thermal
activation will lower the stress required to move dislocations past obstacles and thus
lower the contribution from Yi.
As the material undergoes strain, increasing dislocation density leads to an
increase in the flow stress. This hardening effect is captured by the model in the jE term
alone. Thus d(a/dEand d&i/dEcan be considered equal to zero. Thus the equation
for strain hardening becomes simply:
da d6`
dE de
Equation 7
The hardening function has been described by Zurek and Follansbee (Zurek and
Follansbee, 1995) as:
= Oo(t, T)
tanh c
1
tanh(
tanh(cx)
Equation 8
In Equation 8 , Oo is considered the temperature and strain rate dependent
hardening coefficient and Ges is the temperature and strain-rate dependent saturation
stress. It should be noted that Equation 8 includes both a positive and a negative
hardening term. This corresponds to work hardening due to dislocation interaction and
dynamic recovery due to dislocation rearrangement, respectively. a is a fitting parameter
which falls in the range 0 < a • 3, and is adjusted to give the best matching for a
particular set of data. When a = 1, Equation 8 simplifies to the Voce law for work
hardening (Lowe et al, 1991).
The temperature and strain rate dependence of the saturation stress, (es, is given
by Equation 9:
Ges kT I _
In = InOEso tgb3 goEs oEss
Equation 9
Where (OEso is a constant, representing the saturation stress at OK, toEs and go,0
are also constants.
The MTS model is also able to take into account adiabatic heating effects. In
order to accomplish this, I use an equation of the form:
AT = C-(-)de
pC,
Equation 10
In Equation 10, P represents the fraction of plastic work converted into heat, p is
the density and Cp the temperature dependent heat capacity. By introducing this
equation into the temperature terms in the various equations, as well as the equation for
g, I can take into account sample heating during testing. Further discussion of this effect
will be presented in section 5.3.
V.II Fitting of the Model to Experimental Data
This section will describe the procedure necessary in order to fit the model to the
experimental data. As it has already been shown that alloy composition plays a relatively
minor role in the stress-strain response of this material, the Mo44.5Re alloy has been
modeled as representative of the overall alloy response in the composition range Mo40Re
- Mo50Re. Yield point data was collected from compression tests under various
conditions, summarized in Table 2. Yield point was determined by back extrapolation of
the initial plastic portion of the curve to the elastic portion. This method serves to
eliminate variations in the elastic or early plastic response of the material (yield drops for
example) which are not taken into account by the model.
Table 2: Yield stress of Mo44.5 Re alloy as a function of temperature and strain
rate
Temperature (K) 76 76 298 298 298 1273
Strain Rate (s-) .001 2000 .001 .1 2000 2500
Yield Point (MPa) 900 1000 685 760 825 415
Due to the large number of constants required by this model, it is not feasible to
perform deterministic experiments for all of them. There are also cases in which
deterministic experiments are not feasible. Due to this fact, a number of assumptions
based on prior work with this model have been made. The p and q terms are related to
the force of interaction between dislocations due to their spacing. It has been determined
that the values lie in the range 0 <p 1 and 1-q<2 (Kocks et. al., 1975). Values of qj =
1.5, pi = .5, qE =1 and p e = 2/3 have been chosen based on the work of other researches
who have used this model (Zurek and Follansbee, 1995, Armstrong, Follansbee and
Zocco, 1989). The value of g OE was also chosen based on experiments done by
Follansbee on copper, in which yield strength was independent of both temperature and
strain rate. This implied that the second term of Equation 4 was zero, and it was possible
to solve for g 0 , directly. From this analysis, Follansbee determined g o0 =1.6 (Follansbee,
Kocks 1988). As this value represents the activation barrier for dislocation-dislocation
interaction, it should not change drastically from material to material and thus this value
may be used with confidence in this model. Due to a lack of available data on this alloy,
the temperature dependent shear modulus and heat capacity of pure molybdenum were
used. A value of 10 7 s1' was chosen for t oi, ý oe and oES based on prior modeling
work done on pure molybdenum.
The first step in the fitting procedure involves the determination of Ga. As this
term represents the athermal component of the yield stress, it will remain invariant with
temperature. The function Si( i/'' o), however will decrease with increasing
temperature. As the material has not yet begun to work harden at the yield point, Ge can
be considered to be zero. A plot of yield stress versus temperature, therefore, should
approach the value of ,a asymptotically, as shown in Figure 38. Unfortunately, this
method requires a large amount of data which I was unable to acquire. A value of 100
MPa, which has been used successfully to model molybdenum, was therefore used. The
applicability of this assumption will be determined in section 5.3, where experimental
data is compared to model predictions.
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Figure 38: Method of determination of (a
Once Ya has been determined, it is necessary to determine values for Gi and goi •
Combination of Equation 4 and Equation 5 gives:
Gi T)G
-- + se(A, T)gLo ýLo
Equation 11
~-1/qi 1/pi
G G a  kT E
-- =_+ 1- In(
la go vb 3 0goi
As G . is zero at yield, examination of Equation 11 will reveal that a plot of
[(Gyield(T, ) - a)/] p versus [(kT/b 3 ) ln(1 if)] (1/qi) should produce a
straight line with a slope proportional to 1/goi and an intercept of (6(i/go)Pi (Figure 39).
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Figure 39: Plot used to determine ao and go, for Mo44.5Re alloy. The low value of gi
indicates a strain rate and temperature dependence of the yield stress
In order to determine 0o, an iterative process was used in which values of 0o and
( Es were chosen and stress-strain curves generated using a combination of Equation 6,
Equation 8 and Equation 11. Oo and G es were then varied to improve the fit of the
predicted data to the experimental data. Following this procedure, two values for 0o;
0o=9000 and 0o=450, were obtained. As this method gave values for Oo only for
temperatures and strain rates for which experimental data existed, it was necessary to
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determine an equation to describe Oo as a function of temperature and strain rate. An
empirical equation for Oo has been proposed by Armstrong et. al. (Armstrong et. al.,
1989):
00 =kT Intoeo t
Equation 12
In Equation 12, Eoo is a constant equal to lxl0 7 s-'. Due to the grouping of the
Oo values, however, it was necessary to normalize Oo by temperature and in(to /0).
Once the values were normalized, a plot of
(kT/gb3 ) In(
14
12
10
. 8
O
0"
0o/(T In(t 0 /E)) versus
to0 /t) yielded the plot shown in Figure 40.
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Figure 40: Plot of 0. normalized by temperature and strain rate.
Fitting the data points to a power-law type equation produced a final equation for
0o.
= 0.0168 
-0252
Equation 13
Although this equation is purely empirical, it does incorporate both the strain rate
and temperature dependence of Oo.
Examination of Equation 9 shows that a plot of In (Es /aso) versus
(kT/pb 3 ) n( 0oEl s / ) should give a straight line with a slope of l/gos. It is
necessary to choose G such that the line passes through the origin. This is because
eso
the term ( represents the saturation stress at OK. Thus when temperature equals OK,
Eso
the value of ( es should equal that of G , giving a natural log of 1, which must equal
SO SO
zero. Thus both go&, and 0 are determined by this method. Figure 41 shows,
however, that the data do not lie on a single straight line as predicted. Rather than
attempt to arbitrarily match a single function to these data, this result indicates two work
hardening regimes exist with a separate equation for both. The validity of this
assumption will be discussed in section 5.3. Although the fitted line for the second
region does not appear to pass through the origin, this is because the graph has been
plotted using the value of G from the first region (3071 MPa). This shifts the plot of
ESO
the fit for the second region up the y-axis by a factor of ln(3071 - 1148), causing the
apparent intercept with the y-axis.
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Figure 41: Plot of the normalized saturation stress versus temperature and strain
rate.
Table 3 summarizes the various equations and the values used in the model. Note
that a distinction is made between physical properties, assumed values and those
determined directly from experiment.
Table 3: Equations and parameters used in the MTS model to fit Mo44.5Re
G Ga Gi GE Where: ~a = 100 MPa**
-- = + Si(, T) + se(9, T)! go go go
6475MPa Where: go = 1.427x105 MPa*
Note: Modulus of pure Mo used
-1/qi 1/p k
kT Where: 3 - 0.6783 MPa/K*
si(#, T) = 1 kT In tb3
gb3 oi k = 1.38x10-23 Joule/K*
b = 2.73x10 -0o m*
i = 1x10 7 s-l**
goi = 0.304193***
qi = 1.5**
Pi = 0 .5 **
= 0.006967 ((Yi = 994 MPa)***
_go
Where: to0= 1x10 7 s -'**
ge = 1.6**
qE= *
pC = 2/3**
-  Where:
tanh a E kT -0.252
dY = Oo(,,T) 1- T)  0 = 0.0168g In ***
= 0o(&, T)^ 1 -:dc tanh(a)
Ges kT E: Where: ,,s - lx10 7 s-'**
in in kT I
(so gb 3goes •oEs When: 3 In < 0.0269jib
goES = 0.025771***
so = 3071 MPa***
kT 8os
When: In OES 0.0269
igb3  g
goEs = 0.339267***
eso = 1148 MPa***
= T f (E)d Where: Y = 0.95**
pC p p = 10.2 Mg/m 3  635.21p 635.21
Cp=0.2215 + 7.459x10 5T + 2
T2
MPa m3/(Mg/K)
*Physical Property
**Assumed value based on prior experience
***Fitting parameter based on experimental data
V.I1 Discussion of the Model:
V.HI.I Comparison with Experiment
Figure 42 compares experimental results to the model predictions for the six
conditions tested. This figure shows excellent matching for most of the curves, and only
a slight deviation for the case of high rate, room temperature and low rate, low
temperature tests.
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Figure 42: Comparison of experimental data to the model predictions for
Mo44.5Re. By convention, model predictions are plotted as dashed lines, while
experimental data is plotted as a solid line
Two of the most important parameters in the MTS model are the g parameters, g oi
and go,s which represent the strain rate and temperature sensitivity of the yield point and
work hardening coefficient, respectively. These parameters range from a value of zero to
two, with values less than one representing strain rate/temperature sensitivity and those
over one representing relative strain rate/temperature insensitivity.
From Table 3, the value of g0o, is given as .304193. As this value is less than one,
the yield point of this alloy should show a strain rate/temperature sensitivity.
Examination of Figure 42 shows that there is indeed a change in yield with varying
temperature and strain rate, associated with the strong Peierls barrier previously
mentioned.
A plot of [((yield(T, t) - (a)/]Pi versus [(kT/tb3 )ln(toi/)]
( 1/ qi)
including data from all three materials (Mo41Re, Mo44.5Re and Mo47.5Re) is shown in
Figure 43. This figure shows that the Mo44.5Re alloy represents a lower bound on the
alloy yield behavior. Were the yield of these alloys purely a function of composition, one
would expect the Mo44.5 Re alloy to represent the median yield response of the alloys.
As was previously discussed, however, the Mo41Re samples used in these experiments
were not fully recrystallized, leading to higher initial yield points than one would expect.
From this observation, as well as comparison of experimental stress-strain plots as a
function of alloy composition, it is shown that a model based on the response of the
Mo44.5Re alloy represents the response of all the alloys in the composition range tested.
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Figure 43: Comparison of data from all three compositions with the model used for
Mo44.5Re
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In Section 5.2, the saturation stress plot was separated into two temperature and
strain rate based regimes I and II and assigned a value to g o.s, for each regime. These two
regimes represent two different strain rate/temperature sensitivities, from which it was
concluded that there must be two different deformation mechanisms involved. Regime I,
with g •S, = .025771, represents a highly strain rate/temperature dependent saturation
stress, and thus work hardening, regime II (go Cs = .339267) is much less strain
rate/temperature sensitive. Examination of Figure 44, shows that the three data points in
the regime I correspond to the samples which deformed primarily via twinning. Those in
regime II correspond to those samples which deformed primarily by slip. This can be
seen by comparison with the optical micrographs shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 44: Saturation stress plot showing two regimes of work hardening behavior.
Region I, corresponding to samples deforming via twinning, and region II
corresponding to deformation via slip
Examination of Figure 42 shows that the three samples exhibiting region I
behavior show a variation in their hardening curves with varying temperature/strain rate.
Those in regime II, however, show very similar hardening rates, indicative of lower strain
rate/temperature sensitivity.
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V.IUL. Prediction of Material Response
Figure 45 shows a prediction of the material response at temperature of 1273K
and a strain rate of .001 s -', a condition not used in preparing the model. As can be seen
from this figure, the model under-predicts the strength of this material by about 200 MPa.
This is due to the fact that at this high a temperature and low strain rate, enough thermal
energy is available to make the Peierls barrier much less of an obstacle. Thus the
temperature and strain rate dependence of the yield stress would decrease. As the data
comes from the regime in which the Peierls stress is still the major contributor to the
yield stress, the model under predict the yield stress of this alloy. It is interesting to note,
however, that the model still accurately predicts the work hardening rate of this alloy.
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Figure 45: Model prediction versus experimental data for Mo44.5Re samples tested
at 1273K at a strain rate of .001 s- . The dashed line represents the model prediction
A plot of [(yield(T, ) - Ga)/]Pi versus [(kT/b3 )ln(toi)]4
(1/ q i )
including the point derived from the high temperature, low strain rate test is shown in
Figure 46. This figure shows that the high temperature, low rate point lies above the
extrapolation of the previous line. Earlier work by Chen et. al. has shown that the slope
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. ... ii 
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tends to trail off in this region, representing the decreased importance of the Peierls
barrier on the yield point beyond a certain temperature (Chen, private communication).
Thus the point would lie on a line of much lower slope leading to a higher value of g i,
and a subsequently lower strain rate/temperature sensitivity. Thus from examination of
Figure 46 one would expect the model to under predict the strength under these
conditions by assigning too large a change in ( i with changing temperature. In order to
accurately model the high temperature/low rate regime, a number of other data would
need to be taken in order to determine the shape of the plot in this regime.
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Figure 46: Figure 39 replotted including data from the high temperature, low rate
experiments.
In order to further validate the ability of the model to accurately predict material
response, a comparison was made between model prediction and experiments performed
on Mo44.5Re alloys at a temperature of 423K and a strain rate of .001 s '. Although this
combination of strain rate and temperature was chosen to fall within the known range of
the [(yield(T, ) - Ga)/l Pi versus [(kT/hb 3 ) Il(toi 0 /)](l/qi)
-"-
Actual value at
1273K and .001 s -1
- .............. .................. ................... .................. ...... 
- Extrapolation of know regime to ....................
high temperature, low rate regime -
_ - .
plot, it should
be noted that this data was not used to determine the model parameters. The comparison
is shown in Figure 47.
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Figure 47: Model predictions compared with experimental data for Mo44.5Re
samples tested at a temperature of 423K and a strain rate of .001 s"'
This figure shows that, within the range of experimental error, the model very
accurately predicts the material behavior. Although the model seems to over-predict the
work hardening rate, this can be explained by the not-fully recrystallized condition of the
second batch of Mo44.5Re alloy received. This lack of complete recrystallization is seen
in the yield drops present in all samples prepared from this batch of material, as well as
via optical microscope examination. It has already been discussed that a not-fully
recrystallized material will display a lower work hardening rate due to the higher initial
dislocation density. As the model parameters were taken from experiments using fully
recrystallized material, one would expect the model to over-predict the work hardening
rate in this case.
Figure 48 shows model predictions of adiabatic versus isothermal conditions for
samples tested at a strain rate of 2000 s' at initial temperatures of 298K and 1273K.
Experimental data is included for comparison. From this figure one can see that heating
of the sample during testing becomes a major concern at high rate for samples tested
beyond 25-30% strain. Internal heating effects are much more pronounced at low initial
temperature due primarily to the higher stresses achieved. This figure also shows that my
samples remain mostly in the isothermal region during testing, although the model
predicts a temperature rise of - 120 degrees for the sample tested at high rate at room
temperature.
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Figure 48: Model prediction of isothermal versus adiabatic response of Mo44.5Re
alloy tested at a strain rate of 2000 s"' and initial temperatures of 298 and 1273K.
Experimental data is included for comparison
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VI. Conclusions
Alloys of compositions Mo41Re, Mo44.5Re and Mo47.5Re were tested in
compression at temperatures of 76K, 298K and 1273K at strain rates of .001 s-  , 0.1 s-
2000 s -' and 4000 s -'. Data from the Mo44.5Re alloy were used to model the material
response using the Mechanical Threshold Stress model.
From the data presented in this paper I conclude that within the rhenium
percentage range tested, only a minor variation in the flow stress and work hardening was
observed due to alloy composition. I attributed this variation more to varying initial
conditions of the three alloys than to a composition dependent mechanism. This
variation was also shown to become less noticeable with increasing temperature.
All three alloys were shown to be strongly temperature and strain rate dependent
with regard to yield stress, consistent with the Peierls barrier in BCC materials. Alloys
tested at temperatures of 1273K at strain rates of .001 s -' were shown to posses sufficient
thermal energy to make the Peierls barrier less effective, and thus displayed decreased
temperature and strain rate sensitivity in their yield points.
Mo-Re alloys deform m ainly through the dislocation cross slip at low strain rate
and at room temperature, while twinning is a predominant deformation mechanism at
high strain rates and/or low temperature. This transition from slip to twinning was found
to be highly stress dependent, occurring at a stress level of 800-1000 MPa, regardless of
temperature or strain rate.
Strain induced sigma phase precipitation was shown to occur in samples of
Mo44.5Re deformed at high rate, with large scale precipitation occurring in samples
deformed at high rates and high temperatures. Sigma phase precipitation was not
observed in Mo41Re alloys under any testing conditions.
Work hardening in alloys deforming via the twinning mechanism was shown to
be strain rate and temperature sensitive, while work hardening was fairly temperature and
strain rate insensitive in alloys deforming via slip.
Alloys of composition Mo44.5Re were successfully modeled via the MTS model,
and it was shown that this model can be assumed valid for all three alloy compositions.
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